First Grade
Past and Present
SOLs: 1.1a, 1.1 d, 1.1 g, 1.1 h, 1.4 c

I. 24-Pack Ticonderoga Pencils
II. 300-Pack Ruled Bibliography Cards
III. 5 Dry Erase Paddles
IV. Sandwich Bag with USB Drive
V. First Grade History Unit Document and Lesson Plans
VI. 10 24-Packs of Crayola Colored Pencils
VII. Bound Copy of Past and Present History Unit Workbook
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X. 150-Pack of College ruled Notebook Paper
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XII. Sandwich Bag of Scissors
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XIII. Sandwich Bag of 11 Glue Sticks

XIV. Sandwich Bag of Expo Markers
    A. 2 Blue
    B. 2 Red
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XV. 2 120-Pack Crayola Construction Paper

XVI. 500 Sheet Package of Paper